
SEATTLE DEFENSE LAWYER FOR DRUG MANUFACTURING 
CHARGES
ARRESTED FOR MANUFACTURING DRUGS IN WASHINGTON?
If Washington law enforcement officials infiltrated your marijuana grow house, meth lab or other base of drug 

manufacture, you face years in prison and large fine amounts if convicted. Considering how much is at stake in the face of 

this serious criminal offense, it is critical that you hire an attorney who is capable of effectively handling your drug 

manufacturing charges. An attorney must have exceptional skill and confidence when representing clients charged with 

this serious drug offense, and the lawyers at our Seattle firm know exactly what it takes to resolve drug manufacturing 

charges and they will do everything they can to make sure you aren’t convicted.

Drug manufacturing involves the actual production of illegal controlled substances and can sometimes occur in 

conjunction with cultivation. The types of drugs most frequently involved in drug manufacturing are heroin, 

methamphetamines, crack cocaine and marijuana. Drug manufacturing may also involve possession or distribution

charges because of the types of illegal chemicals that are used in the manufacturing of drugs. Our attorneys can represent 

you for the following types of drug manufacturing charges:

Operating a meth lab

Operating a grow house

Cultivating heroin, cocaine or other illegal drugs

Trafficking, possession or distribution of chemicals for illegal manufacturing

AGGRESSIVE SEATTLE DRUG MANUFACTURING DEFENSE LAWYERS

Oftentimes, the evidence collected by law enforcement during a search or seizure is the most significant evidence the 

prosecution has in drug manufacturing cases. The amount and weight of any roots, seeds, capsules or chemicals used to 

manufacture illegal controlled substances could be used by prosecutors to establish the basis for serious drug charges. As 

the defendant, you may feel hopeless about the evidence against you, but the good news is there are ways of discounting 

incriminating evidence.

A Seattle criminal defense attorney at our firm can apply top-notch defense tactics to attack the evidence that was collected 

by questioning investigators and prosecutor’s methods of obtaining evidence. If illegal search or seizure took place, or if 

your constitutional rights were violated by them when collecting the evidence, the evidence will have to be thrown out, 

weakening the prosecution’s case against you.

If you have been charged with drug manufacturing, contact a Seattle drug crime lawyer today to find out how you can be 

defended!
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